Walk through Downtown Davis and find these public artworks!

1) I swarm about and do as I please, but I've always got a pair of eyes on me! What art gallery can you see me from?

2) We've got our eyes on you! Be careful when walking through the...

3) This lovely lady sculpted by Lisa Reinertson has a companion with her. Name the animal:

4) Yikes! I might run out of paint. Luckily, I'm right by...

5) Romance is in the air! This iconic kiss from WWII decorates the building of which restaurant?
6) I'm not alone in this mural... name two other figures with me:

7) Such a cute dog! What other animal in this mural keeps him company?

8) My diet normally consists of fresh greens, but in Davis I prefer the popcorn at...

9) I can be found on something that goes up and down, but never moves. Where am I?